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University of San Francisco 

School of Management 

             Department of Business Analytics and Information Systems 

     Meeting Summary 

Date:   10/27/2017 Start Time:  1:00pm End Time: 5:00pm Location:  101 Howard 448 

  

Attending:  

Mouwafac Sidaoui (Chair) 

Muhammad Al-Abdullah 

Majid Dadgar 

Thomas Grossman 

Vijay Mehrotra 

Shivani Shukla 

Stephen Huxley 

Whitney Zeller 

Calling In:  Teaching: 

 

No Show: 

Moira Gunn 

Stephen Morris 

Bill Kolb 

Joel Oberstone 

 

  

1. Where We’ve Been: 

1973 – UG and MBA programs 

1973-1975 – Had all BUS courses 

           6 Required courses: 

           Math 10x and 10y (taught by the Math Department), BUS 207, BUS 230, BUS 307 and BUS 303 

1995 – Shift in accreditation standards. WAS specified topics must be covered and curriculum changed to specify 

mission and demonstrate that curriculum fulfills the mission 

 

USF BUS Faculty voted to cut core courses to make room for more management and elective courses in UG 

program  

 

Math 106- Business Statistics 

BUS 204- Quantitative Business Analysis 

BUS 308- Systems (Management and MIS combo)  

BUS 205- Applied Business Technology  

 

Tom: 205 was not our idea. Cannice and UPC led the idea for a coding course.  

Mouwafac: All departments agreed in UPC, BAIS is doing a service to other departments. 

Muhammad: We need to teach programming to help students learn to think systematically. 

Tom: We Brought on Majid and Muhammad to carry out the vision of IS merging concepts. 

Vijay: Quant is part of the mainstream.  

Mouwafac: We need to share with other faculty what we are teaching and how it benefits them. We need to 

focus on what we do best  
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MBA:  

Mid-Late 1990’s 

-Competency exams in statistics and math introduced for those who did not pass statistics or math within past 5 

years (enrollment about 500+ students) 

-Those who failed (about 30%) had to take MBA 602  

 

MID 2000’s 

-Desire to cut core courses to provide room for more elective courses 

-Major effort by Duffy to convert electives to 2 unit courses 

 

EMBA Program: 

-One week boot camp prior to first semester to provide quant fundamentals training 

90’s  

EMBA introduced, UG 3 to 4 unit change, change in faculty governance (to departments (2007) 

 

A Brief History of the Mystery of Math 106 

-born when we cut down from six major courses to the four.  

-Originated in mid-90’s, was satisfactory in mid-90’s because there was no excel.  

 

Problems:  

-Taught 90-100 percent by adjuncts, some ignore or minimize excel. 

-‘Common syllabus not introduced until 2016 by course “champion”, a new junior faculty member, Jennifer 

Chubb.  

-Adjuncts are autonomous- no lesson plans, problem sets, test banks, etc. are provided, courses are unpoliced in 

terms of content or results 

-No common exam, competency exams given first day in BUS 204 scores hover round 50% 

 

Solutions:  

-Steve Morris hired by math to champion math 106 

-Require students to take CS 151-Spreadsheets (2 units) and cut math 106 to 2 units 

-Require minimum grade of C in Math 106 to enter Bus  

-Class structures and units over time 

-Our formal connection to the Job market and student employment 

-Accounting Society (example) every accounting student must attend these meetings and bring guests from 

industry. These students get recruited.  

-All of our connections have been personal with industry 

 

Things we Are Experimenting With 

Tom: Who is the 21str Century Business Analyst? 

 

Meeting them where they are: 

Students do not know which sectors they will be working in 

Shivani: when I try to establish context, their questions pertain to things they should have already learned.  

Muhammad: I am having students pitch their own company and build a database for it. Having something like 

that early in the semester will give us ideas on what kind of contextualization to use.  

Mouwafc: used to have BUS 101, but now the first business class they are taking is our class.  

Vijay: We are teaching them how to structure their thinking, we should help them build their confidence and 

ability to problem solve.  
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Shivani: I saw the students needed structure and gave them a spreadsheet, told them what to do, and am slowly 

taking away the guides and allowing them to solve on their own.  

Tom: The more we can shrink down the steps, the more we can assist and benefit students. Giving students 

something, they can value.  

Muhammad: How can we get connected to the industry in order to give real context to students or offer them 

hands on experiences.  

Majid: This is something we can do with the new AIS chapter 

Mouwafac: We should be thinking as a department, what is our new strength?  

 

Student co-curricular activities 

-Student chapters 

-Student community 

-Speaker series 

 

Mouwafac: We all have enough assets and technical experience, would like to to do a tech talk with faculty as a 

panel.  

Tom: What would the objective be? 

Mouwafac: To expand people’s thinking, engage with SOM community, how technology enables us to make 

better decision. Show our relevance and how it relates to leading business. Issuing an invitation to work with 

others. Panelists would be SOM Jr. Faculty.  

Vijay: Would like department meetings to be half-administrative  

 

Student Focus: 

We Prepare students to be effective business analysts 

 -Role of spreadsheets in business 

 -Principles of quantitative models 

 -Modeling 

 -Spreadsheet Engineering 

 -Analysis using investigative techniques 

 -Analysis using prescriptive analytics 

 -Analysis using descriptive Analytics 

 - Management of business analytics 

 -Management of spreadsheet decision support systems 

 -Generation of business insight 

 -Managerial communication of analytical work 

 

Majid and Muhammad (308): 

Showing students how things they are learning can be applied and benefit them as employable people.  

Employability Feedback 

 -How to get it 

 -Get outside to tell the story (recent graduates.) 

 -Influence student hall talk (what you hear from other students about other classes) 

Mouwafac: How are you utilizing the student skillset students have in 204. How is that knowledge helping in 308 

Majid: the data query part of the course. Where they use analytics tools to analyze data.  

Mouwafac: in 204, we need to let math teach math and let 204 + math create demand for advanced statistics. 

Teach spreadsheets/excel in 204. Math is teaching with no context.  

 

Meeting adjourned at 5:00PM 


